Play Care Learning Center Playground Infographic Schematic
Sports Playground
The Sports
playground
focuses on
gross motor
skill building and with 2
regulation A6 soccer fields, a
basketball/hockey court and
plenty of room to run this
playground is perfect. A
covered 15’x15’ sand play area
is also included
for more
mellow play.
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Loose Parts Playground
Loose Parts focuses
on cognitive
development,
imagination,
creativity, problem
solving and team
work. PVC parts,
cardboard boxes,
tarps and tape let children
“tinker”. Without tinkering at
this age NASA,
JPL and Boeing
will not hire you
as an engineer.
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Sheds
Because we have many outdoor
activities for children we need a
lot of storage space. We have a
total of 3 sheds to store tools,
materials, activity toys and
projects to help support
children’s imagination, skill
building and development. Our
sheds mimick our main building
in design to keep harmony. Our
sheds, sand play and chicken
coop require additional City
approvals expected in 2018.
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The Environment
Just as in our classrooms our
outside areas are focused on
different skill building opportunities for children. The
envrionment plays a key role in
helping children challenge
themselves when they are ready.
The variety of engagement
activities, group, individual and
team allow children to grow in
many dimensions while keeping
them engaged. This helps build
self-regulation skills for life long
success.
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Multi-Purpose Building
The Multi-purpose
building offers
indoor play on
inclimate days
with
blocks, inflatables
and music. It also
has a special
project room for more focused
activities
with clay
and candle
making.

Infant and Toddler
The Infant and
Toddler playgrounds
provide outdoor play
space with small
foam blocks and
other ground level components
for toddlers and
cushioned surfaces
for infant crawlers to
explore
skill building
opportunities.
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Farm Playground
The Farm playground
offers children an
opportunity to
connect with nature.
There are planting beds,
a child sized barn,
dramatic play stage, silo
with a slide and a
chicken coop. Students
will be involved in
activites to
collect garden
items or eggs for
the kitchen.
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Physics Playground
The Physics
playground is all
about motion
concepts. Gravity,
linear motion, rotational
momentum, heat and
cold, acceleration,
mass, velocity, speed
and distance are
some of the concepts covered.
We have a
separate
infographic for
this playground.

